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Transformation Design Theory: A
Meta-Analogical Framework
Electromechanical products and systems are often designed to transform or reconfigure
between two or more states. Each state is customized to fulfill a specific set of functions,
and the transformation between these multiple states allows for greater functionality and
the elimination of many trade-offs between conflicting needs. Empirical examination of
existing transforming systems and their similarities has led to a foundational transfor-
mation design theory, with meta-analogies and guidelines that explain how transforma-
tion processes occur, when they are useful, and how the designer can ensure their maxi-
mum benefit. The foundation of these principles and guidelines forms a meta-analogical
framework for designing transformers and transformational systems. This paper presents
a history of the development of transformational design theory, including the relationship
of the research to case-based reasoning in other fields. Ideation methods are presented
that specifically exploit the meta-analogies, i.e., categories of transformers. An example
design problem is considered to illustrate the potential utility of this design-by-analogy
approach. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3470028�
Introduction
Designers of new products or systems today face fierce chal-

enges and competition in the effort to create something that is
afe, novel, effective, and that people will actually purchase and
se. A successful product must fulfill the needs of the customer in
way that it exceeds that of the competitors. One approach that is
ften used is the inclusion of more functionality in the system.
ultifunction capability, where more than one primary function is

xhibited, is becoming the norm, especially within the domain of
lectromechanical systems. However, casual insertion of more and
ore functionality can easily lead to feature creep, ineffective

ser interfaces, high cost, low quality, and low reliability. The
areful design of transformation into the system can help enable it
o fulfill the differing function sets without compromising other
ustomer needs or becoming unwieldy.

To begin, we must first define what we mean by transformation
n this context. Transformation is the act of changing state in order
o facilitate new functionality or enhance existing functionality
1–3�. Here, a state is defined as a specific physical configuration
n which a system performs a function. Transformers differ from
ingle-state multifunction systems in the way these functions are
ccomplished. A single-state system may fulfill the functions con-
urrently without physically rearranging its components. This is
ften accomplished by simply concatenating modules for each
unction �which can lead to wasted space and weight, as well as
ncreased cost and usability concerns� or by compromising be-
ween conflicting functions in order to meet them “well enough.”
ransformers, on the other hand, focus on each function set inde-
endently and at different times, while moving smoothly between
tates as needed. Some example transformers are included in Fig.
.

The transformers in Fig. 1 each exhibit multiple distinct states.
ach state is focused on a separate set of functions, with the
eometry, materials, and kinematics of the system structured in a
ay that both accomplishes the needed functions and allows for

mooth transformation between states. For clarity, their states are
isted below:
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a. Transformer toy—transforms from toy vehicle to toy ro-
bot

b. Inflatable satellite—transforms from compact storage to
deployed satellite

c. 6-in-1 screwdriver—transforms between six states, each
with a different head

d. V-22 Osprey—transforms from helicopter to airplane
�also has a compact storage state�

By using transformation, each of these systems accomplishes
functionality that would be almost impossible in a single-state
solution. For example, the transformer toy cannot both be an au-
tomobile and a humanoid robot; concurrently, the inflatable satel-
lite would not be able to be launched into space in its deployed
state, the 6-in-1 screwdriver would be difficult to wield with six
simultaneously exposed heads, and the Osprey would not be able
to function as both a fixed wing and rotary airfoil simultaneously
�4–6�.

In this paper, we present a transformation design theory for
such systems, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The emphasis of this paper is
on understanding the theory as a meta-analogical framework con-
sisting of design principles and guidelines and employing this
framework as part of ideation methods. Meta-analogies within the
context of this theory are categories or supersets of analogies that
represent or distinguish systems with multiple functional states.
These meta-analogies provide a basis for performing design-by-
analogy to create large, diverse, and innovative solution sets to
design problems.

2 Motivation for Research
Using transformation in product design can lead to several ad-

vantages. One of the most basic advantages is the improved use of
space and material through function sharing and the ability to
change geometry. A single, transforming system can often be
smaller and lighter than the equivalent single-state device or set of
single-function devices. Transformation also leads to the possibil-
ity of creating states exclusively for compact storage or portabil-
ity. A second advantage is the increase in flexibility and conve-
nience that comes from being able to switch between states. For
example, the V-22 Osprey �Fig. 1�d�� is an aircraft capable of both
horizontal and vertical flight via the rotation of its two engines.
Military operations may require one capability or the other, de-
pending on the mission; many missions even benefit from both.

Where before, a division may need a fleet of both helicopters and
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irplanes, the V-22 may be able to replace certain vehicles,
hereby conserving space, decreasing training and maintenance
osts, and increasing mission capability.

Transformation does have potential drawbacks as well. Some
ransformers may be complicated to use, while others may be far

ore expensive than the single-purpose devices they are meant to
eplace. Because of the possible complexity of the system, design
f transformers may be more involved and expensive than simpler
roducts. These drawbacks are largely a function of the design
rocess, thus a designer interested in incorporating transformation
ould benefit greatly from a formal theory and methodology for
esigning transformers. Despite this, most transformers are de-
igned with general purpose methodologies, with the transforma-
ion process designed ad hoc based on what instinctually seems to
ork well.
One problem often considered in developing design methodolo-

ies is that of representation. Representation is “a physical or
ental construct that stands for some other physical or mental

onstruct” �7�. In other words, it is an alternate way of thinking
bout or communicating a complex, multifaceted system. Means
f representation can be specific and concrete, such as a photo-
raph or detailed blueprint, or it could be more abstract, such as a
et of customer needs or a comparison to analogous systems. By
dentifying a classification structure for representing transforming
ystems, we can begin to compare them and recognize rules and
rends for transformation common across the design space.

Our approach in developing a transformation design theory is
he empirical analysis of existing and historical transformer sys-
ems for the purpose of extracting and formalizing rules and
rends within the context of the cognitive science of design �i.e.,
esign-by-analogy� to provide methods and tools to facilitate the
esign of transforming systems. This approach allows designers to
ocus on how to actually use the transformation to maximize the
ompetitive edge of the product.

Relationship to Prior Research
The development of transformation design theory bears many

imilarities to two other lines of research: representation systems
uch as theory of inventive problem solving �TIPS� principles or
unctional analysis and automated design tools classified as case-
ased reasoning or design. Both of these paradigms lend them-
elves naturally to the use of analogies in design.

The meta-analogies for transforming systems described in this
aper are similar in structure to the 40 principles outlined as a part
f the TIPS methodology �8�. In TIPS, over 2�106 patents were
nalyzed and the resulting information was used to propose a set
f 40 principles—tools or ideas that can be used to solve engi-
eering problems or contradictions. For example, a system that
eeds to increase its speed without increasing its required power
ould be designed using TIPS principle 19: periodic action. In the

Fig. 1 Examples of transformer pro
ame way, the meta-analogies gathered through the research on
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transforming systems convey a set of ideas or processes for ac-
complishing transformation that are frequently used in actual de-
sign of such systems.

Functional decomposition �9,10�, the function-behavior-
structure framework �11,12�, and other function-based representa-
tions �13� also influence the paradigm used in transformation de-
sign theory. These representation techniques analyze a complex
system as a set of distinct, connected functions. For example, the
idea of a “flashlight” may bring to mind images of many specific
products, but the idea could be represented fairly well by func-
tions such as “import electrical energy,” “convert electrical energy
into light,” and “direct or focus light.” Each key function can
often then be traced back to specific physical components in the
product’s structure, which is what is actually designed and manu-
factured. In the same way, the meta-analogies described in trans-
formation design theory offer a generalized way of identifying the
traits and processes that enable transformation, which the designer
can then use to map out the needed structure of the transforming
system.

As described in Sec. 4, the development of transformation de-
sign theory included the analysis and categorization of a large
number of example products. This framework is similar to the
idea of case-based reasoning or design �14,15�. Case-based rea-
soning maintains that it is difficult to completely describe a com-
plex idea in a closed, finite representation. Instead, it may some-
times be more useful to show examples that fit a certain
classification than to focus on the classification itself. For ex-
ample, the functions describing the flashlight above do a good job
communicating what a flashlight essentially is, but they do not
completely constrain the boundary between what is and is not a
flashlight. A clear boundary may be hard to define or even nonex-
istent, but comparing a set of products that are clearly flashlights
and a set that clearly are not can still effectively communicate the
idea. Future design of a flashlight, then, could use the assembled
set of flashlights as analogies and benchmarks to identify what the
design needs to fulfill. A repository of many individual cases can
be searched and analyzed to gather useful analogous products for
any system needing design �14–16�. Similarly, the assembled re-
pository of transforming systems described in Sec. 6 can be used
as an automated database search to assemble not only data on
useful meta-analogies describing transformation but the analogous
systems themselves.

4 Development of Transformation Design Theory
Transformation design theory was developed through an ap-

proach of both induction and deduction. This approach is shown
in Fig. 2. The inductive component of this approach is an empiri-
cal study of existing transformers. Each transforming system is
deconstructed to identify specific functions, properties, character-
istics, and processes related to transformation. These are distilled
into a set of well-defined principles or guidelines describing vari-

ts and systems with multiple states
duc
ous aspects of the transformation process. The complementary
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eductive component of the research approach begins with pos-
ible design scenarios where transformation may be useful. The
rinciples and guidelines previously developed are used to gener-
te solutions, which are then analyzed to refine the definitions.

4.1 Patent Search. For several years, we have studied the
ransformation process by examining existing products, patents,
nd biological examples. The first stage of research studied 35
atents for transforming devices �1,17,18�. These were found by
earching databases for key terms such as “transform” and “recon-
gure.” The methodology for identifying the patents is illustrated

n Fig. 3. Dissection of the summaries, preferred embodiments,
nd illustrations revealed a set of 19 descriptive meta-analogies.
hese were divided into a set of three “transformation principles”
nd 16 “transformation facilitators,” where the principles describe
he general form of the transformation �e.g., expanding/collapsing
o change state� and the facilitators describe the supporting func-
ions and characteristics enabling the transformation �e.g., inflat-
ng or unfolding�. The discovery of each new principle or facili-
ator was tracked and examination of patents continued until an
ppreciable number revealed no new meta-analogies �Fig. 4�. Al-
hough not a rigorous proof of completeness, this initial study was
ufficient to reveal information describing a large number of trans-
ormation processes.

4.2 Natural Analogies. A second stage of research studied a
et of approximately 50 additional patents and 40 natural analo-
ies �plants and animals� �19�. These natural analogies were iden-
ified through literature review, keyword searches, and interviews
ith biologists and other professionals, as shown in Fig. 5. This

tage discovered an additional three facilitators, giving a total of
9. Definitions of these facilitators were later refined slightly dur-
ng the deductive approach, creating a new set with 20 total fa-
ilitators �20�.

4.3 Existing Products. The third empirical study revisited
any of the patents and natural analogies previously studied, and

dded approximately 100 products actually existing in the market
20–22�. These products were discovered partially through the
ethods shown for patents and natural analogies, and partially

hrough individual experience, Internet searches, advertisements,
tores, and catalogs. A methodology for this product search is
hown in Fig. 6.

This third study confirmed that the existing set of three prin-
iples and 20 facilitators was sufficient to describe all 190 trans-
orming systems analyzed. This stage of research also examined
losely the relationships among the various principles and facili-
ators, which is described in more detail in Sec. 6

4.4 Deductive Methods. While the three stages of inductive

Fig. 2 Research approach for transformation design theory
esearch were being conducted, we also examined transformation

ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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design theory from a deductive standpoint. The definitions of the
principles and facilitators were examined to try to eliminate con-
fusion or overlap in their scope. These principles and facilitators
were also studied from kinematic, topological, and linguistic

Fig. 3 Search methodology for patented devices exhibiting
transformation

Fig. 4 Identification of new principles and facilitators from

patents in initial study †1‡
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oints of view to determine how and why they go together and
hat alternate ways to classify the transformation processes may

xist. We also examined the question of when transformation is
seful, which led to several situations where transformation is
articularly fitting. Three key indicators were proposed to identify
uch situations �3,22�.

Several sample design problems have also been used to test
ransformation design theory �1–3,17–23�. In each case, a hypo-
hetical scenario was presented that could benefit from transfor-

ation. The existing set of transformation principles and facilita-
ors were used to create solutions to the problem. These exemplar
olutions were then analyzed to see how useful the principles and
acilitators are in design, how thoroughly they can describe trans-
ormation, and any shortcomings that could be overcome by fur-
her refinement. An example of transformation design theory be-
ng used in design is described in Sec. 7

Transformation as Meta-Analogies
We now introduce transformation indicators, principles, and fa-

ilitators identified through this research. Transformation design
heory proposes that all transforming mechanical systems can be
ccurately described by a set of transformation meta-analogies.
ransformation indicators describe three types of situation where
ransformation is appropriate. Transformation principles list the
hree general forms of transformation. Transformation facilitators
escribe the various supporting features that aid transformation
rocesses.

5.1 Transformation Indicators. There are three general indi-
ators that a system may benefit from transformation.

1. Packaging. The system needs to be packaged for portability,
storage, deployment, and/or protection. As an example, the
inflating satellite in Fig. 1�b� is stored in a compact state for
transport into orbit, and then deploys into an expanded state
when in position.

ig. 5 Search methodology for natural analogies exhibiting
ransformation
2. Related processes. The customer requires multiple sets of

31012-4 / Vol. 10, SEPTEMBER 2010
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related processes or functions, which would be more conve-
nient if combined in a single system. A necessary condition
for this indicator is that the processes must be asynchronous,
that is, performed at different times. For example, the 6-in-1
screwdriver in Fig. 1�c� combines the closely related but
asynchronous processes for screwing six different sizes and
shapes of screw heads �slotted, Philips, and star�.

3. Common flow. There exists multiple sets of functions that
may be unrelated but share a common flow of energy or
material that can be shared between states in a single system.
The V-22 Osprey in Fig. 1�d� exhibits this indicator, as the
two states share the flows of power to the engines, air
through the engines and over control surfaces, and signals
from the pilot to the engine and control surfaces.

5.2 Transformation Principles. A transformation principle is
defined as a generalized directive to bring about a certain type of
mechanical transformation �22�. Transformer principles are for-
mulated as pairs of active verbs. All general forms of mechanical
transformation are thought to fall under at least one of three prin-
ciples.

1. Expand/collapse—Change physical dimensions of an object
to bring about an increase or decrease in occupied volume
primarily along an axis, in a plane, or in three dimensions.

2. Expose/cover—Reveal or conceal a new surface to alter
functionality.

3. Fuse/divide—Make a single functional device become two

Fig. 6 Search methodology for existing transforming products
or more devices or vice versa where at least one of the

Transactions of the ASME
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multiple devices has a distinct functionality separate from
the function of the single device.

Exemplar products for each principle are shown in Fig. 7.

5.3 Transformation Facilitators. A transformation facilitator
s defined as a design construct that helps or aids in creating

echanical transformation. It describes the underlying character-
stics or processes that facilitate transformation, but it is not ca-
able of creating transformation outside of an overarching prin-
iple. For example, one facilitator is modularize. Introducing
odularity into a system will often greatly help a transformation

rocess. However, the mere fact that a system is composed of
odules is insufficient to produce transformation. Instead, trans-

ormation occurs as these modules are changed or physically re-
rranged as described by one or more of the transformation prin-
iples. There are currently 20 distinct facilitators.

1. Conform with structural interfaces. Statically or dynami-
cally constrain the motion of a component using structural
interfaces. This facilitator is widespread throughout the de-
sign space. Parts or interfaces are held in place or released,
often by fasteners, friction, or interference with other inter-
faces.

2. Enclose. Manipulate object in three dimensions in order to
enclose a three-dimensional space. Enclose, fan, and trans-
late are related, describing the ability to change dimensions
in three, two, or one dimension, respectively. Enclose also
involves using this change in dimension to surround a space
in a new way and to accomplish a new function.

3. Fan. Manipulate object in two dimensions to create an elon-
gation, planar spread, or enclosed space to alter its function.

4. Flip. Perform different functions based on the orientation of
the object.

5. Fold. Create relative motion between parts or surfaces by
hinging, bending, or creasing �see Fig. 8�.

6. Furcate. Change between two or more discrete and stable
states determined by the boundary conditions. This facilita-
tor relates to how the transformation process is actuated,
using springs, bistable materials, or other means to “pop”
from one stable state, through an unstable transition, and
into another stable state.

7. Inflate. Fill an enclosed space, constructed of flexible mate-
rial, with fluid media to change geometry and function.

8. Interchange working organ. Interchange working organ to
produce a different end effect. “Working organ” is a term
derived from Altshuller’s laws of technical system evolution
�8�. It can also be described as the “work piece” or “end
effector.”

ig. 7 „a… Expand/collapse †24‡, „b… expose/cover †25‡, and „c…
use/divide †26‡

ig. 8 „a… Conform with struct. interfaces †27‡, „b… enclose

28‡, „c… fan †29‡, „d… flip †30‡, and „e… fold †31‡

ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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9. Modularize. Localize related functions into product mod-
ules.

10. Nest. Place an object inside another object, wholly or par-
tially, wherein the internal geometry of the containing ob-
ject is similar to the external geometry of the contained
object �see Fig. 9�.

11. Roll/wrap/coil. Bring about a change in an object’s func-
tionality by manipulating its geometrical surfaces around
an axis to create or enhance spheroidality and curvature.

12. Segment. Divide single contiguous part into two or more
parts.

13. Share core structure. Device’s core structure remains the
same while the periphery reconfigures to alter the function
of the device.

14. Share functions. Perform two or more discrete functions.
This could entail typical function sharing, where one com-
ponent performs two functions at the same time, or func-
tion shifting, where one component performs two functions
at separate times while in the different states.

15. Share power transmission. Transmit power from a common
source to perform different functions in different configu-
rations �see Fig. 10�.

16. Shell. Embed an element in a device where the element
performs a different function. This differs from nest, in
part, in that shell is not geometry-dependent, i.e., the inner
component is not required to conform closely with the ge-
ometry of the outer enclosure.

17. Telescope. Manipulate an object along an axis to create
elongation, planar spread, or enclosure to alter its function.

18. Utilize composite. Form a functional part from two or more
nonfunctional parts.

19. Utilize flexible material. Change object dimensions with
change in boundary conditions.

20. Utilize generic connections. Employ internal or external
connections �structural and power� that can be used by dif-
ferent modules to perform different functions or perform
the same function in a different way. �see Fig. 11�.

Fig. 9 „a… Furcate †32‡, „b… inflate †33‡, „c… interchange working
organ †26‡, „d… modularize †34‡, and „e… nest †35‡

Fig. 10 „a… Roll/wrap/coil †36‡, „b… segment †37‡, „c… share core
structure †38‡, „d… share functions †39‡, and „e… share power
transmission †40‡

Fig. 11 „a… Shell †41‡, „b… telescope †42‡, „c… utilize composite
†43‡, „d… utilize flexible material †44‡, and „e… utilize generic con-

nections †45‡
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Correlations Among Transformation Meta-
nalogies
As mentioned previously, the third stage of inductive research

ompiled a list of 190 transforming systems �20,22�. Where the
urpose of the prior studies had been primarily to identify and
efine the set of principles and facilitators, the main goal of this
mpirical study was to examine how the different principles and
acilitators work together in typical products to produce a trans-
ormation process.

6.1 Transformer Repository. To aid in the analysis of trans-
ormation in general, a repository of existing transformers was
ormed with the following information entered for each trans-
ormer:

• name
• picture
• source
• how it was discovered
• number of states
• whether one of the states is a storage state
• domain �furniture, tool, and vehicle�
• what principles and facilitators are present

The presence of principles and facilitators was recorded by
orming a matrix on the spreadsheet, with transforming products
long the rows and principles/facilitators along the columns. If a
ertain principle or facilitator is found in a transformer, the cell
ntersecting that column and row received a “1,” otherwise it re-
eived a “0.” A small part of this transformer repository is repro-
uced in Table 1.

Table 1 Portion of Transfo

Transformer example VTOL
Source http://
Expand/collapse
Expose/cover
Fuse/divide
Conform w/structural interfaces
Enclose
Fan
Flip
Fold
Furcate
Inflate
Interchange working organ
Modularize
Nest
Roll/wrap/coil
Segment
Share core structure
Share function
Share power transmission
Shell
Telescope
Utilize composite
Utilize flexible material
Utilize generic connections
Fig. 12 Assembly of PF matrix fro

31012-6 / Vol. 10, SEPTEMBER 2010
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6.2 Vector Space Analysis of Transformer Repository. To
determine how the principles and facilitators are distributed
throughout the design space, we formed a square, symmetric ma-
trix by multiplying the transformer repository by its transpose, as
illustrated in Fig. 12. This matrix has the principles and facilita-
tors along both the rows and columns. Each diagonal entry �e.g.,
row A, column A� is the total number of products using a given
meta-analogy �facilitator A� in the repository. Off-diagonal entries
�e.g., row A, column B� show how many times the two meta-
analogies �facilitator A and facilitator B� occur together in ob-
served products. This matrix is referred to as the princple-
facilitator �PF� matrix and is actually composed of four
submatrices: linking �1� principles with principles, �2� principles
with facilitators, �3� facilitators with principles, and �4� facilitators
with facilitators. The PF matrix is included in Appendix A.

In addition to this original PF matrix, a modified PF matrix was
also presented �Appendix B�. In this matrix, each row is normal-
ized by the total number of products of the row meta-analogy. The
formula used is

�ab =
1

Wa
�
i=1

n

�RiaRib� where Wa = �
k=1

n

�Ria� �1�

The modified PF matrix is now asymmetric, with diagonal val-
ues of 1. Each off-diagonal term is now a percentage. The inter-
section of row A and column B shows the percentage of products
using facilitator A that also use facilitator B. The related entry at

r Repository „Transposed…

raft �V-22 Osprey� 6-in-1 screwdriver
ikipedia.org/V-22 Found in Sears

0 0
1 1
0 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
1 1
0 1
0 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 1
rme

airc
en.w
m transformer repository data
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ow B and column A shows the percentage of products using
acilitator B that also include facilitator A. The two values may be
ery different, depending on the relative scope of the two meta-
nalogies examined. For example, the modified PF matrix in Ap-
endix B shows that the intersection for row “Inflate” and column
Shell” has a value of 0.67, meaning that 67% of inflating trans-
ormers is also shell. This high percentage seems logical since the
nflating process often entails placing the fluid media inside a
exible and hollow shell. The opposite intersection, between row
Shell” and column “Inflate” has the much lower value of 0.05,
eaning that only 5% of all shelling transformers also involve an

nflation process. This result also appears generally correct, as
here are many types of transformation that require the concept of
helling, but are totally unrelated to inflation.

6.3 Correlations Among Transformation Meta-Analogies.
sing these results, we were able to quantify what previously had
een hypothesized by intuition: that there exist consistent, predict-
ble patterns, and trends in how the different principles and facili-
ators interact. These correlations can be easily summarized by
rst looking at the interactions between principles, then between
rinciples and facilitators, and then finally among the various fa-
ilitators.

6.3.1 Principle-Principles Correlations. Inspection of the
riginal PF matrix �Appendix A� reveals that the most common
rinciple is Expose/cover, with 160 out of 190 examples exhibit-
ng this mode of transformation. The most frequent pairing occurs
etween Expose/cover and Expand/collapse, with 117 examples
howing both principles together. The principle Fuse/divide seems
o be more used singly, as it was less likely to be found in con-
unction with one of the other principles.

6.3.2 Principle-Facilitator Correlations. The PF matrix has
wo submatrices relating principles and facilitators: one down the
eft side and one across the top. In the modified PF matrix, these
wo sections reveal different aspects of how the meta-analogies
nteract. In the submatrix across the top, each value tells the per-
entage of examples exhibiting a certain principle that also make
se of a certain facilitator. It shows how commonly the facilitator
ccurs under the principle. For example, the facilitator Inflate has
value of 0.12 for Expand/collapse, 0.01 for Expose/cover, and

.00 for Fuse/divide. This shows that the facilitator is fairly un-
ommon overall. Even with Expand/collapse, the principle with
he highest value, Inflate only occurs in 12% of the examples.

In the submatrix down the left side, a given location will tell the
ercentage of examples with a certain facilitator that also employ
he given principle. In other words, it shows how exclusively a
acilitator is linked to a principle. Using the same pairing as be-
ore, we see that this submatrix gives values of Inflate with
xpand/collapse at 0.89, with Expose/cover at 0.11, and with
use/divide at 0.00. This matches the overall impression from the
ther submatrix that Expand/collapse is the biggest contributor to

Table 2 Notable correlations b

Expand/collapse

Most
prevalent

1. Conform w/struct. interfaces 1. Shel
2. Nest 2. Shar
3. Shell 3. Flip

Least
prevalent

1. Interchange working organ 1. Infla
2. Utilize generic connections 2. Utili
3. Share power transmission 3. Furc
nflate. In fact, 89% of the inflating processes in the repository
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were exclusively linked to Expand/collapse-based
transformations.

From these data, we can easily determine which facilitators
consistently link to certain principles. Many facilitators are largely
principle independent, but some show strong correlation with or
against one or more principles. These results are summarized in
Table 2.

6.3.3 Facilitator-Facilitator Correlations. The portion of the
PF matrix linking facilitators to other facilitators is large and com-
plex enough that it is difficult to identify all the useful information
in a glance. However, it does contain the same two data points as
described above for every combination of two facilitators. To sim-
plify the information and bring out relevant outliers, a “Facilitator
Correlation Index” can be constructed �Appendix C�. Examining
the two data points for each facilitator pair could reveal one of the
following trends.

• Both values are high, meaning that there is a high likelihood
of the facilitators always appearing together �high mutual
correlation�.

• One value is high and one is low, meaning that one may be
dependent on the other or may be more limited in scope
�high one-way correlation�.

• Both values are low, meaning that the two facilitators seem
to be exclusive of each other, either through incompatibility
or simple lack of common purpose �low mutual correlation�.

• Both values are average, showing occasional co-existence
but no exceptional correlation.

These trends are shown graphically in the Facilitator Correla-
tion Index with a check mark for high mutual correlation, an
arrow for a one-way correlation, and an X for a low correlation.
From this chart, a designer can look at the row of any facilitator of
interest and instantly tell what other facilitators to consider includ-
ing to create a complete, elegant transformation. He can also con-
sciously choose to go against these typical correlations to create
new solutions that are novel and unconventional. Thus, an under-
standing of transformation design theory will allow the designer
to better understand how transformation works and how its power
can be effectively harnessed to solve the problem at hand.

7 Ideation Methods in Transformer Design
As research into transformation has continued, a primary focus

has been how this information can be practically used in engineer-
ing design. Several techniques have been developed that incorpo-
rate components of transformation design theory into the design
method, particularly at the stage of concept generation. Because
of the meta-analogical framework inherent to transformation de-
sign theory, these techniques can turn conventional concept gen-
eration �CG� methods into design-by-analogy methods through

een principles and facilitators

ose/cover Fuse/divide

1. Segment
nctions 2. Conform w/struct. interfaces

3. Modularize

1. Inflate
eneric connections 2. Fan

3. Furcate
etw

Exp

l
e fu
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ate
the re-representation of the problem. Initial testing of many of
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hese techniques indicates that their use leads to more expansive
overage of the design space than general-purpose CG methods
lone �46,47�.

7.1 Modified Mind-Maps. One of the more basic methods
nvolves the conventional mind-mapping technique �2�. Mind-

apping is commonly used to organize brainstorming results by
ategorizing and linking ideas from general to specific in a web-
ike structure. Transformation meta-analogies may be used in

ind-mapping by using the three principles as initial categories,
nd then using the facilitators as subcategories branching out to
he specific solutions.

7.2 T-Cards. A second concept generation method involves
he use of “T-cards” �3�. These are essentially color-coded index
ards illustrating the different transformation meta-analogies.
rinciples are described with yellow cards, and facilitators appear
n blue cards. Each card gives the definition for the meta-analogy,
long with two pictures of exemplar products and a brief expla-
ation of how they use the meta-analogy. In addition, colored
tripes and other visual cues link principles and facilitators that
ften occur together. The designer can use the cards individually
s references or assemble them in chains to build complete trans-
ormation processes. Two T-cards are shown in Fig. 13.

7.3 WordTrees. A third method uses transformation meta-
nalogies in conjunction with a thesauruslike database called
ordNet �48,49�. In WordNet, the user inputs a key term, such as
principle, facilitator, function, or customer need. The database

eturns a list of related words. These are organized into troponyms
more specific subtypes of the key word�, hypernyms �more gen-
ral terms that include the key word�, and sister terms �words that
hare a common hypernym with the key word�. Use of the data-
ase, which seeks to organize as much of the English language as
ossible, often leads the designer into domains and vocabulary far
emoved from the original problem. These far-field analogies
ring additional insight and can increase the design space far be-
ond what the designer would discover independently. For more
nformation on this method, the reader is referred to literature
20,47,50–52�.

7.4 Case-Based Automated Design. In addition to using the
eta-analogies �principles, facilitators, and indicators� to guide

esign, the designer can also make use of specific systems and
roducts analogous to the task at hand. The transformer repository
tudied in Sec. 6 can be used to create a partly automated analogy
earch. This repository can easily be sorted to discover, which

Fig. 13 T-Cards for a transformation principle and facilitator
reviously identified systems bear similarities to the design prob-
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lem. These similarities can be based on any information recorded
in the repository, such as specific physical characteristics, number
or types of primary functions, general domains, or required pro-
cesses or constraints in the transformation. Once the relevant
transforming systems have been identified and sorted, this infor-
mation can be applied to the design process in two ways.

First, the repository yields a wealth of actual working products
that are analogous to the design problem and can be used as start-
ing points or references as the new system is designed. Second,
the calculations described in Sec. 6 can also be run on only this
subset of the repository. This will identify the specific principle
and facilitator combinations that are often successfully used in
transformers of this type. The designer can then seek a solution
with similar processes and characteristics to the observed systems.
This process can be electronically automated and is very similar to
case-based reasoning, as described in Sec. 3. Previous solutions
are automatically retrieved for reference in the design problem,
the designer uses the previous designs as starting points for the
new problem, and the resulting solutions can be added to the
repository for future use in other design problems.

7.5 Example Design Problem. To illustrate the possible use
of transformation design theory in the design of reconfigurable
systems, we examine an example design problem. Consider the
interior furniture and fixtures in a recreational vehicle. Many rec-
reational vehicles �RVs� include a small bathroom with a toilet,
sink, and shower. Space is a prime consideration in the bathroom’s
design and features. A designer may wish to explore the possibil-
ity of transforming the shower area into a feature not currently
available in most RVs, such as a full-size bathtub, washing ma-
chine, or dryer.

The transformer repository can help the designer learn what
facilitators may help him and find examples of similar products.
We begin by sorting the repository by domain �structure/
furniture�, and by the principles Expand/collapse and Expose/
cover. This gives a list of 19 products that fall under all three
categories. A PF matrix can be constructed for only these 19 rows,
yielding the principle and facilitator interactions specific to this
domain and principle subset. From these matrices, we learn that in
addition to Expand/collapse and Expose/cover, the principle Fuse/
divide is also usually used in these products. The facilitators Con-
form with structural interfaces, Nest, Segment, Share functions,
and Shell are all used in most or all of the products, with Flip,
Fold, Modularize, and Share core structure also playing major
roles. We also can examine the specific products for inspiration
and implantation of design-by-analogy techniques.

This information may suggest to the designer a system with a
central core and numerous modules that nest and fold out, with a
high level of function sharing also involved. The solution might
be similar to the concept in Fig. 14.
Fig. 14 “Flight” convertible shower/bath/wash table †53‡
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In this concept, the upper portion of the shower module divides
nd folds out into a bathtub, which is supported on the wash table
rea. The same faucet fills the sink and the bathtub. This concept,
esigned by Isabelle Hauser, exhibits all of the principles and
acilitators listed above, along with Enclose and Share power
ransmission �through a shared water supply�. The finished con-
ept is innovative and compact, yet simple to operate. The reposi-
ory was able to predict the facilitators that would result in a
seful, usable transformer.

Conclusion
The field of transformation design theory is relatively new but

s rapidly growing. As flexible and reconfigurable systems become
ncreasingly popular in design, a deeper understanding of trans-
ormation processes and how to use them becomes more impor-
ant. Transformation design theory uses a meta-analogical frame-
ork to represent transforming systems in terms of when

ransformation is appropriate �indicators�, what avenues of trans-
ormation are available �principles�, and how to construct trans-
ormation processes effectively �facilitators�. The use of these
eta-analogies across the design space is consistent and occurs in
ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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predictable combinations. Several concept generation techniques
have been developed that make use of transformation meta-
analogies to discover useful analogies from nature, existing prod-
ucts, the designer’s experience, relationships in terminology, and
fundamental correlations between the meta-analogies themselves.
These techniques have been shown to produce innovative, func-
tional solutions, with transformation processes that help deliver
multifunction capability in an efficient, compact package.
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